Items That Have Not Circulated in 3 Years
Create Lists Report:
This report excludes items that are not intended to circulate and also items that are new to the
collection and may not have had a chance to circulate yet. In order to be sure to eliminate items that
have not circulated in some time but that are currently checked out, it adds a Due Date condition.
Change Store Record Type to Item and search Range.
Type: Item
Field: Location
Condition: Starts with
Value A: Your library’s location
AND
(Type: Item
Field: Status
Condition: Not equal to
Value A: In library use
OR
Type: Item
Field: iType
Condition: Not equal to
Value A: Non-circulating )
AND
Type: Item
Field: Last Out Date
Condition: Less than
Value A: Date 3 years ago (in this example, we are running the report on Jan. 1, 2021)
AND
Type: Item
Field: Created
Condition: Less than
Value A: Date within last 3 years (in this example, we are excluding material added to the
collection in the past year)

Type: Item
Field: Due Date
Condition: Equals
Value A: leave this blank

You can also limit to a certain part of your collection with the Annual Report field or iType:

Decision Center Report:
Decision Center (iii.com)
Low Circulation Weeding Report
This report will allow you to generate of list of items that have not circulated for from 1 to 38 months.
You can then further refine to eliminate newer items, last copies, or expensive items. This report will not
exclude items that do not circulate.
Go to MAINTENANCE, then under Weeding, select the Low Circulation Weeding
Settings:
Location: Select your library/town
Collection: Leave as ALL if you want entire collection, or narrow to a specific part of collection
Shelf Location: Leave as ALL, or narrow to adult, children, or youth areas of your collection
Call Number Range: Leave as ALL, unless you want to weed a specific part of collection
Physical Format: Leave as ALL, unless you wish to weed certain kinds of materials
Limits: If you wish to find all items that have not circulated within a specific period, choose 1
and the number months an item has not circulated. If interested in more drastic weeding
of things that have circulated, though not often, provide your lowest number of
acceptable circulations.
Record Creation Date: If you would like exclude items of a certain age, enter a Record Created
After date. If you want to exclude new items that may not yet have had a chance to
circulate, enter a Record Created Before date. In this example, run January 1, 2021, we
are excluding items added to the collection in the past year.

You can find the total number of items meeting your criteria in the gray bar on the top of the list. The
boxes on the left allow you to further narrow the list by excluding your last copy, the system’s last copy,
items costing more than a specified amount, or that have a last check-in date before a specified date.
You can also ask for a list of a certain number of items recommended for weeding or that will free up a
certain amount of shelf space, if your primary goal is to discard items to create more space.

